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Our road map
• Today (11.00- 12.00): 

Context: Science issues and caveats, challenges to face.

• Tomorrow (11.00- 12.00): 

1- Input data: Surface Albedo products

2- The inverse problem: Optimization/inversion tool

• Friday (9.30- 10.30):

Applications: Partitioning of Solar fluxes in Land Surface 
Canopies based on operational ESA and NASA products



Proposed topic for next hour

• Are the radiative fluxes and state variables 
retrieved from remote sensing useful for 
GCMs? 
2 RT fluxes: albedo, FAPAR
1  state variable: LAI.

• How GCMs can (must) adapt themselves to 
this ‘new’ situation where accurate global land 
products are available?
Adjusting (improving) their RT surface 
shemes



Geophysical  context



Surface radiation budget

Ref: Sellers et al. (1997) Science, 275, 502-509

How does radiation redistribute energy between 
the atmosphere and the biosphere?

• The “surface” corresponds to the 
boundary condition of RT 
atmospheric problem
Need to understand and 
represent the albedo of that 
“surface”.

• The energy absorbed below that 
“surface” controls the sensible 
and latent heat fluxes to the PBL

• The processes underpinning the 
heat fluxes are generally  
represented explicitly or 
parameterized in SVAT models



Ref: Bonan, G. B. (2002) Cambridge Univ. Press

Energy partitioning between the 
vegetation and the soil layer

• The “surface” corresponds to the upper 
boundary condition of the vegetation 
plus soil RT and other problems
Need to understand and represent 
the RT processes yielding the 
distribution of energy below that 
“surface”, e.g., transmitted fluxes.

• The remaining energy in the soil “layer”
is used to solve the heat conduction 
equation and soil hydrology, e.g., snow 
melting, evaporation.

• The energy left into the vegetation 
“layer” is used to drive the water, e.g., 
evapotranspiration, and the carbon 
cycle, e.g., NPP, NEP,..



Ref: (1985) Bull. A. Met. Soc.



Where do we stand ?
1. GCMs representations
2.  Input data from RS



Two broad classes of GCMs for 
representing “Surface” radiation fluxes

Class 1:

Set of surface parameters tied to a land cover map:

Option: “surface” albedo and Leaf Area Index (LAI) can be 
assigned separately.

Class 2:

1-D/2-stream RT scheme to represent the radiation transfer 
processes as a function of Leaf Area Index (LAI) and other 
parameters tied to a land cover map: 

Leaf single scattering albedo and  phase function



Class 2 :  This is the way!

• Possibility to generate internally consistent radiation, water 
and carbon fluxes – from diagnostic to prognostic variables 
e.g., if model has something called “trees” which in the 
model are required to absorb solar radiation as a driver, it 
should be contributing to determination of albedo as well.

• Still depends on Land cover information:
Some vegetation and soil properties have to be assigned. 

• Possibility to account for processes related to 3-D 
vegetation structural effects :
3-D effects are significant contributors to radiation (short 
term climate), heat, water and carbon cycles (long term 
climate).



3-D structural effects and short term climate: 
the snow case with ECMWF/NCEP

Ref:   Viterbo and Betts,  1999, JGR

Ref: http://eobglossary.gsfc.nasa.gov/

“…weather 
forecasts 
significantly 
underestimated 
air temperatures 
over boreal, 
sometimes by as 
much as 10-15 C…”



3-D structural effects and short term climate: 
the snow case with ECMWF/NCEP

Ref:   Viterbo and Betts,  1999, JGR

Ref: http://eobglossary.gsfc.nasa.gov/

“…—the BOREAS team 
found that the models 
were overestimating 
albedo (the amount of 
light reflected by the 
surface). …”



Two broad classes of RS products for 
representing solar RT processes in GCMs

Category A :

Set of radiation fluxes and state variables of the RT 
problems

Category B:

Set of surface indicators mostly related or derived from 
land cover maps 



Examples of “Relevant” RS products 
(Category B) for RT processes in GCMs

• Land cover maps – based on “decision tree logic” and 
“fuzzy knowledge” like old climatology when clouds were 
classified from their shape, appearance..

Global product available from MODIS and other 
“historical initiatives” such as IGBP.

• Indicator of 3-D vegetation structural effects –based on 
angular contrast
Global products available from MISR.

NB: They can serve as proxy to assess quantitative information  



“Relevant” RS products for RT processes 
in GCMs

• Surface albedo – requires solving a BC problem
Global products available from MODIS, MISR, MERIS and 
others such as geostationary satellites. 

• Absorbed flux in the visible part (FAPAR) – based on a 
balance equation at the spatial resolution of the retrieval
Global products available from MODIS, MISR, MERIS and 
others such as SeaWiFS.

• Leaf Area Index (LAI) – based on solutions of a 3-D 
inverse problem at the spatial resolution of the retrieval
Global products available from MODIS and MISR 



“Relevance” of available RS products 
with respect to GCMs needs?

• Are they compatible between themselves?

• Do they fit large-scale model’s expectations?

• Do we have the tools to capitalize on the available 
products? 

• Are they accurate enough so that the models can 
benefit? 



Are the fluxes compatible 
between themselves ?
Case of the “surface albedo”



The “Surface albedo”

BHR : Bi-Hemispherical Reflectance is the 
ratio between the upward and the 
downward radiant fluxes, that is, accounting 
for the downwelling diffuse intensities from 
the sky, at the sensor spatial resolution. 

Depends on both surface and permanently changing 
atmospheric radiative properties and …the Sun angle.

All quantities can be defined monochromatic or broadband



Comparison of MODIS and MISR-
reconstructed BHRiso (White sky albedo)



January 2001



January 2001



Reflected fluxes can be 
made compatible between 
themselves. This calls for 
merging of the products to 
end up with more  complete 
products (x, y, t)



Do they fit large-scale 
model’s expectations?



Needs of GCMs wrt Surface albedo products

• For any given Sun position that is, any model grid cell at any time of 
the day and season

GCMs need to represent the ratios of upward to 
downward radiant fluxes, i.e., BHRs :

A gap-filling issue

An atmosphere-surface coupling issue





The gap-filling of snow-free 
albedo maps is currently 
achieved by using an 
“hybrid” approach: linking 
surface albedos with the 
land cover



Needs of GCMs wrt Surface albedo products

• For any given Sun position that is, any model grid cell at any time of 
the day and season

GCMs need to represent the ratios of upward to 
downward radiant fluxes, i.e., BHRs :

• For any arbitrary state and composition of the overlying atmosphere 
that is,  any particular irradiance field resulting from the distribution 
of clouds and aerosols generated by the model

A gap-filling issue

An atmosphere-surface coupling issue: Topic for 
tomorrow!!



Do we have the tools to 
fully capitalize on the 
RS products?



A potential source for inconsistency

• The “Surface albedo” problem is solved as a 
boundary condition of the atmospheric  
problem.

• No need/requirement thus for being 
consistent with LAI, for instance, or any 
other “correlated” variable.

How do we recognise this fact when using LAI 
(a state variable) as input data to GCMs 1D RT 
schemes?



One first significant issue/caveat!

• LAI is (and must be) retrieved using 3-D RT
model solutions when vegetation structure is 
anticipated to induce significant RT effects 
(specified apriori via a land cover map!) .

• The RT fluxes generated by GCMs are, in 
the best case scenario, estimated using 1-D 
RT models, i.e., 2-stream solutions.

Using RS products as such in GCMs can 
only yield inconsistencies in flux estimates



Problem: 

Using “true’’, i.e., domain-averaged, optical depth and other true 
radiation transfer (RT) state variables (<X>) in a 1D RT scheme 
can only yield seriously erroneous radiant flux estimates
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Problem: 

Using “true’’, i.e., domain-averaged, optical depth and other true 
radiation transfer (RT) state variables (<X>) in a 1-D RT scheme 
can only yield seriously erroneous radiant flux estimates

3-D systems are more transparent than  
their 1-D equivalent with respect to the 

directly transmitted fluxes

True <LAI> =2.0

3-D heterogeneous system

True <LAI> =2.0True <LAI> =2.0

3-D heterogeneous system

True <LAI> =2.0

1-D system representation
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1-D system representation

True <LAI> =2.0



3-D MC model

Absorption in the visible (PAR) domain

1-D 2-stream  model

3-D heterogeneous systems 
absorb much less than 
predicted by 1-D theory 
using true state variables in 
the visible domain



3-D MC model

Albedo (DHR) in the near-infrared domain

1-D / 2-stream  model

3-D heterogeneous systems 
reflect much less than 
predicted by 1-D theory 
using true state variables in 
the near-infrared domain



Comparing/constraining or 
assimilating the radiation fluxes 
retrieved  from RS against those 
generated by GCMs is not 
valid  when using the true 
state variables in the 
GCMs representation



How to fix the problem?



Supporting Climate Model Land 
Radiation Models with satellite products

1. Explicit representation of simple-idealized 3-D 
vegetation structure 
Solving B. Dickinson’s spherical bush!

2.   Parameterizing 3-D vegetation systems using 
“effective” instead of “true”, domain averaged state 
variables for RT processes in GCMs.
How do we get the input data?



Bob’s favorite Spherical Bush

Fr and Fµ =
flux vector

µ =Azimuthal
coordinate

R =Radial 
Coordinate

Fr and Fµ =
flux vector

µ =Azimuthal
coordinate

R =Radial 
Coordinate

Sun Direction

Spherical Bush Geometry
µ only angle i.e. high degree of symmetry



Climate model view of 
vegetation

Cloud of leaves

Different views!!

RS retrieval model 
view of vegetation in 
semi-arid systems

Spherical bush/Bushlet concept



The snow case of coniferous trees used 
to train and compare 3D RT models

Ref:    http://rami-benchmark.jrc.it

TOP VIEWSIDE VIEW



Supporting GCMs RT representation 
with satellite products

1. Explicit representation of simple-idealized 3-D 
vegetation structure 
Solving B. Dickinson’s spherical bush!

2.   Parameterizing 3-D vegetation systems using 
“effective” instead of “true”, domain averaged state 
variables for RT processes in GCMs.
Solving a type of 2-stream problem!!



Requirements from a 1D RT model 

• 3 state variables: 

1. Optical depth:  LAI
2. single scattering albedo : 

Leaf reflectance+ Leaf  transmittance
3.          asymmetry of the phase function

Leaf reflectance/transmittance

• 2 boundary conditions:

1. Top: Downward flux from the atmosphere
2. Bottom : Upward flux from the soil



Decompose the complex problem into 
simpler problems  to solve

Ref: Pinty et al. (2004) Journal Geophysical Research, doi:10,1029/2004JD005214
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• Regulates the absorption processes 
associated with vegetation 
photosynthesis

• Strongly depends on the density of 
green vegetation

• No absorption process by vegetation 
associated with this wavelength-
independent contribution

• Strongly controlled by 3-D 
distribution of vegetation architecture

• Controlled by multiple scattering 
events between the background and 
the canopy

• Mostly negligible contribution in the 
visible domain of the solar spectrum



The Black Canopy contribution to the 
DHR (Black Sky albedo)

Black Canopy problem solved by finding the analytical solution to 
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Domain-averaged structure factor

Definition of the “effective” LAI from the 
Black canopy contribution
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Parameterize the “effective” LAI against 
the “true” domain averaged values

from BOREAS



The Black Canopy contribution to the 
DHR (Black Sky albedo)
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Effective Leaf Area Index (LAI*)∼

Incomplete Gamma function

(1/(1+(LAI*/2)))∼
exp(-LAI*)∼

This is the assumption adopted 
in the NCAR CCMS2-3 and 
elsewhere



Black Background problem solved with a revisited version of a 
standard 2-stream model, e.g., Meador and Weaver (1980) using 
sets of scattering coefficients relevant to the case of vegetation 
canopies

The Black Background contribution to the 
DHR (Black Sky albedo)



Decompose the complex problem into 
simpler problems  to solve

Ref: Pinty et al. (2004) Journal Geophysical Research, doi:10,1029/2004JD005214
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Equations for atmospheres and clouds Equations for vegetation

The 2 stream model of Meador & Weaver



lll tr ~~ +=ω

lll tr ~~ −=δ

with respect to the external collimated source of radiation

: Leaf reflectance
l

r~

: Leaf transmittancelt
~

The Gamma coefficients of the 2-stream model of 
Meador & Weaver (vegetation)



The Black Background contribution to the DHR 
(Black Sky albedo)

The fraction of absorbed flux is simply obtained from the closure of the balance equation

Ref: Meador and Weaver (1980) JAS



Decompose the complex problem into 
simpler problems  to solve

Ref: Pinty et al. (2004) Journal Geophysical Research, doi:10,1029/2004JD005214
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The coupled Canopy Background 
contribution to the DHR (Black Sky albedo)

Coupled Canopy-Background problem solved using 2-stream 
solutions in the cases of a collimated beam (direct Sun) and 
isotropic sources (diffuse sky)

Ref: Meador and Weaver (1980) JAS

These solutions, as 
provided by Meador and 
Weaver, to the case of an 
external isotropic source 
of radiation are not very 
accurate



The coupled Canopy Background 
contribution to the DHR (Black Sky albedo)

Coupled Canopy-Background problem solved using 2-stream 
solutions in the cases of a collimated beam (direct Sun) and 
isotropic sources (diffuse sky)

Ref: Pinty etal. (2005) submitted to JGR

Accurate solutions to the case of an external isotropic 
source of radiation are obtained from the directional 
flux formulae by simply setting:

705.0/5.00 =μ in the equations solving the directional reflected 
and diffusely transmitted fluxes

)( 0μyBlackCanopTa fudge factor needed to approximate 



Results:

Implementing  DHR and BHR solutions and assessment of the 
performances of the 2-stream RT scheme against Monte Carlo 
RT simulations



Results:

Implementing  DHR and BHR solutions and assessment of the 
performances of the 2-stream RT scheme against Monte Carlo 
RT simulations

3D

↑↓

↑↓1,2

↑↓1

Monte Carlo simulations using true state variables

2-stream simulation using effective state variables

Same as above but for the first two orders of scattering

Same as above but for the first order of scattering only 

Legend adopted for displaying the results
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What did we improve?

• Domain of validity and accuracy of current implementations 
in GCMS: 

1. can be extended to regimes where multiple scattering 
dominate e.g., snow-covered background.

2. Leaf reflectance can now be different from Leaf 
transmittance –needle shoots in coniferous canopies -

3. Corrections of current schemes in single scattering mode
4. Possibility to account for 3-D vegetation effects

• Possibility to ingest quantitative RS products:

1. Fluxes: Albedo, absorption
2. State variable: ‘effective’ LAI.
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